Relevant Projects with Meaningful Jewish Symbolism

TEMPLE EMANUEL

“Exploring the relationship between
Light (goodness) and Time in Judaism”
Genesis 1:4

In his great literary work, The Sabbath, Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel described Shabbat as a “Sanctuary
in Time,” because “Judaism teaches us to be attached to holiness in time, to be attached to sacred events,
to learn how to consecrate sanctuaries that emerge from the magniﬁcent stream of the year. The Sabbaths
are our great cathedrals.” The design of Temple Emanuel explores and expresses the relationship between
holiness and time during Shabbat, a relationship that is fundamental to Judaism.

The eastern wall is curving masonry with seven narrow slit
windows ﬁltering the bright morning light and illuminating the
seven glass sculptures depicting the days of creation.

The western wall is an expansive glass curtainwall,
allowing the colorful reddish orange light of the setting
sun to wash over the backs of the congregants.

a mound of stones at entrance to
courtyard recalling the reconciliation
between Jacob and Laban
Genesis 31:46

248 pieces of
colored glass in
brick wall this side

An outstretched arm and a mighty hand
comforting those entering the Courtyard
Deuteronomy 5:15

12 stone pillars surround the
chapel symbolizing the 12 pillars
Moses erected at Mount Sinai
Exodus 24:4

365 pieces of
colored glass in
brick wall this side

The brick site walls form a descending arc to trace the path of the setting sun and mark time by the everchanging shadow patterns that sweep across the landscape. As the site walls descend, they form the
entrance to the Courtyard that is used for outdoor worship in the summer months.

Circles indicate
locations of multicolored glass in
brick wall

Detail of spark
of light through
colored glass

Embedded in the brick walls are 613 pieces of multi-colored glass representing the 613 mitzvot. There are
248 in the education wing, relating to the 248 “thou shall” commandments, and 365 in the prayer wing,
relating to the 365 “thou shall not” commandments. As the path of the sun curves around the prayer wing,
and sunlight shines through the colored glass, tiny sparks of light signify the importance of the number
613 for Judaism. Every year, teachers take their students to look at the magnitude of the colored glass to
reinforces the importance of keeping the mitzvot.

Reﬂective mirrors
produce rainbows
for Shabbat
morning services
Western sun
illuminating Friday
night Shabbat
services

Genesis 9:13

Genesis 1:14

1st Day
of creation
glass
sculpture
Genesis 1:3

Eternal Light
‘Shards of Glass’
Sculpture
Kabbalah

4th Day
Sculpture

Genesis 1:14

5th Day
Sculpture

Genesis 1:20

2nd Day 3rd Day
sculpture sculpture

Genesis 1:6 Genesis 1:11

Pillar of Fire
and Cloud
Ark
Exodus 13:21

7 branched
Menorah,
one candle
in each
window
Exodus 37:17

The Ark stands in the center of the eastern wall. The recess behind the Ark has two windows, one on either
side of the Ark. As the sun passes from east to west, left to right, angled light passes through these windows
into the prayer space. A series of reﬂective diﬀraction gratings placed on the horizontal mullions of these
windows separate the natural light wavelengths into multi-colored components of a rainbow, enriching the
characteristic of the light.

Colorful reﬂections of parallel light sweep across the curving
wall and ceiling during services, symbolizing the keshet, the
“bow of light,” that God placed in the sky to represent the
covenant between God, man, and all living things.

The seventh window symbolizes
Shabbat, with two opposing mirrors
that reﬂect against one another in
inﬁnity, signifying the sacred space
of Shabbat in the weekly cycle.
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HILLEL JEWISH UNIVERSITY CENTER

“A Pillar of Fire and Cloud to guide students
during their college wanderings”
Exodus 13:21

Hillel reinforces religious identity to
college students at a time in their
lives when they are susceptible to
disconnecting from their religious roots.
The Pillar of Fire and Cloud that provided
guidance for the Israelites during their
wanderings in the desert is used as a
metaphor for Hillel providing guidance to
college students.

Fully glazed
stair tower
standing like a
beacon at night,
a Pillar of Fire

Round
silver
elements
like bits of
cloud

Pillar of Fire
and Cloud
and sculptural
element at
entry

Curvilinear
silver forms

Rounded
shield on
sculpture
Curving
2 story
glazed wall
at entrance

Dominant
curved walls
in interior

Curvilinear forms signifying the
cloud sprinkled throughout the
project.

Suspended above the main entrance is a custom sculpture
designed by the architects that transforms Hillel’s logo
three-dimensionally into the embodiment of the Pillar of
Fire and Cloud.

During the day, the perforated aluminum skin of
the sculpture is most apparent, appearing like a
translucent cloud covering.

In the evening, the copper mobile at the center
of the sculpture is highlighted with uplights,
appearing like a ﬂame.
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SOUTH HILLS JCC

“The Tent of Abraham as a symbol of Jewish
hospitality and welcoming the stranger”
Genesis 18:2

Front wall symbolic
of unrolled Torah scroll

Dual barrel vaults
ﬂanking entry symbolize
stone tablets at Mount Sinai
Exodus 24:12

Tent ﬂap
rises up at
main entrance
Genesis 18:1

Abraham’s tent
as center of
hospitality

Genesis 18:2
“The Center of the Center”

Threads of blue
at top of wall
Numbers 15:38

Recessed lines of
brick symbolize
lines of Torah text

Wall curves gently
to mimic unrolled
Torah scroll

The story of Abraham welcoming three men at the entrance of his tent reinforces the Jewish concept
of “welcoming the stranger” and is central to the building’s symbolism. The front wall of the building is
symbolic of an unrolled Torah scroll, presenting the richness of Torah to all who visit the building.

Curved, barrel-vaulted roof forms ﬂank the
main entrance and resemble the shape of the
two arched, stone tablets given to Moses at
Mount Sinai.

Blue-glazed brick and blue coping at the top of the wall
are two “threads of blue” recalling the blue-threaded
fringes that are commanded in the Book of Numbers to
remember all of the commandments.

The tent-form of the Lobby is formed by 12 tent poles, relating to the 12 tribes of Israel. Connecting these
posts are a series of diagonal struts anchored in place with a circular disc that contains a medallion of
stained glass. The stained glass recalls the precious gemstones embedded in the breastplate of the High
Priest, each relating to one of the tribes.
Geometric pattern of
equilateral triangles
form multiple Stars of
David on ceiling

Stained glass relating
to the precious stones
in the breastplate

SIMEON

Exodus 28:21

REUBEN
BENJAMIN
JOSEPH

Tent-like
struts
12 Tent poles
representing
12 tribes

Direct natural light
encircles the Lobby
and casts colorful
light on occupants

During the day, direct
natural light from the
upper twelve windows
passes through each of
these medallions and
wash a kaleidoscope
of color over the inside
of the Lobby and its
occupants.

The tent is a meaningful image that occurs throughout the Torah. It was the primary dwelling used by the
ancient Jewish people, the portable sanctuary Tent of Meeting, and the setting for many stories of the
Torah. The tent is also the central theme of the prayer that is recited at the beginning of morning services
throughout the Jewish world, ﬁrst described in the Balaam story in the Book of Numbers: “How goodly are
thy tents, O Jacob, thy dwellings O Israel.” Throughout history, the tent, and the encampments they formed,
indicated the strength of community in Jewish culture.

The rooﬂine at the entrance is tilted upward
like a raised tent-ﬂap.

Recessed brick on the front wall recalls the lines of
text on a Torah scroll.
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THE CALENDAR WALL,

“Elevating the unique qualities of the lunar cycle
on the Jewish Calendar”

JCC ECDC

Artwork at
adult height
Leap years
in gold

Jewish
calendar
Secular
calendar

‘Moon Shelves’
with special objects

Jewish holidays
on yellow panels

Artwork
at toddler
height

Shape of the moon
waxing and waning
during the month of
Shivat

The Calendar Wall is an interactive exhibit that relates the Jewish and Secular calendars with a
focus on the cycles of the moon, identiﬁcation of Jewish holidays, the display of special objects,
and presentation of artwork. A continuous, undulating, wooden “Moon Belt” stretches the entire
length of the Calendar Wall. The cross section of the Moon Belt expands outward, and ﬂattens
inward, corresponding to the waxing and waning of the moon each Jewish month. It is quite common
for students to run their hands along the entire length of the Moon Belt at the beginning and end of

Every Jewish month corresponds to a lunar cycle and begins with a new (invisible-to-the-eye)
moon, grows to a waxing moon, to a full moon in the middle of the month, shrinks to a waning
moon, and then starts over again with a new moon.
XIV

The shapely “Moon Belt” was fabricated in concert with Carnegie Mellon University’s Digital Fabrication Lab
using computer numerical control (CNC) technology. The shape of the Moon Belt was computer-drafted
three-dimensionally and electronically transferred to the CNC machine which carved the wood.

Special objects relating to the speciﬁc Jewish months are displayed along the length of The Calendar Wall.
Inlays into the shelves imprint the outlines of waxing and waning moons in the lunar cycle.

Seder Plate
Moon Shelf

8 days of Passover
starting the
15th day of Nissan

Research identiﬁed the Sefer Yetzirah (The Book
of Formation), one of the earliest books on Jewish
esotericism, that identiﬁed a corresponding color,
letter, zodiac sign, tribe, a sense, and a part of the
body to every Jewish month. Those colors were
used on the Calendar Wall.

The Calendar Wall begins with the month of
Nissan, the “physical” ﬁrst month of the year,
but highlights Rosh Hashanah, the start of the
“spiritual” New Year with a slim reﬂective mirror
strip. The mirror is a pause for reﬂection before
experiencing the Days of Awe.

Leap Year Cycles

Calculating Leap Years

A Jewish leap year occurs 7 times in a 19-year cycle.
The 3rd, 6th, 8th, 11th, 14th, 17th, and 19th years
are leap years in this cycle.

To determine whether a Jewish year is a leap year,
one must find its position in the 19 year Metonic
Cycle. This position is calculated by dividing the Jewish
year number by 19 and finding the remainder. For
example the Jewish year 5771 divided by 19 results in
a remainder of 14, indicating that is is year 14 of the
Metonic Cycle. Since there is no ‘0’, a remainder of ‘0’
indicates that the year is 19 of the cycle.
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Identifying a Jewish Leap Year is a challenging
task as it occurs 7 times in a 19-year cycle. The
Jewish Leap Years are identiﬁed in gold font on
The Calendar Wall.
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Adar - the lucky month
An extra month, Adar 1, is added after the month of
Sh’vat and before the month of Adar 2 in a leap year.
The month is also known as Adar Rishon or Adar Alef.
According to Jewish tradition, Adar is a luck and happy
month. A leap year is referred to in Hebrew as Shanah
Me’uberet, or a pregnant year.

Adar 1

Adar 2

